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Abstract: Within the transition from precision agriculture (task-specific approach) to smart farming
(system-specific approach) there is a need to build and evaluate robotic systems that are part of
an overall integrated system under a continuous two-way connection and interaction. This paper
presented an initial step in creating an integrated system for agri-robotics, enabling two-way com-
munication between an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) and a farm management information
system (FMIS) under the general scope of smart farming implementation. In this initial step, the
primary task of route-planning for the agricultural vehicles, as a prerequisite for the execution of
any field operation, was selected as a use-case for building and evaluating this integration. The
system that was developed involves advanced route-planning algorithms within the cloud-based
FMIS, a comprehensive algorithmic package compatible with agricultural vehicles utilizing the Robot
Operating System (ROS), and a communicational and computational unit (CCU) interconnecting
the FMIS algorithms, the corresponding user interface, and the vehicles. Its analytical module pro-
vides valuable information about UGVs’ performance metrics, specifically performance indicators of
working distance, non-working distance, overlapped area, and field-traversing efficiency. The system
was demonstrated via the implementation of two robotic vehicles in route-execution tasks in various
operational configurations, field features, and cropping systems (open field, row crops, orchards).
The case studies showed variability in the operational performance of the field traversal efficiency to
be between 79.2% and 93%, while, when implementing the optimal route-planning functionality of
the system, there was an improvement of up to 9.5% in the field efficiency. The demonstrated results
indicate that the user can obtain better control over field operations by making alterations to ensure
optimum field performance, and the user can have complete supervision of the operation.

Keywords: unmanned ground vehicle; agri-robots; operations planning; smart agriculture; cloud-based;
farm management information system

1. Introduction

Smart farming, as an evolution of precision agriculture, is an approach that goes
beyond the optimization of specific farming tasks to a data-driven and system-based
approach to optimize the entire farming system [1–3]. Under a systems perspective, smart
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farming encompasses various components and processes, including sensors (proximal
and remote), data processing and data analysis, decision support, automation and control
including robotics [4–7], and connectivity and communication (including cloud and IoT
technologies) [8,9] up to a supply chain level [10–12], while the whole approach should also
consider the sustainability [13–16], data security [17–19], and privacy perspectives [20–22].

Agricultural machinery, although highly automated and capable of performing preci-
sion tasks such as variable rate applications, only managed to become part of an integrated
system in recent years, through the two-way communication between machines and infor-
mation technologies such as cloud-based farm management information systems, making
it relevant to the smart farming concept. This evolution is an exemplification of the transi-
tion from precision agriculture (task-specific approach) to smart farming (system-specific
approach) [23].

The same principle in the case of agricultural machinery stands for the case of agri-
robotics, as an innovative continuation of these machines [24,25]. However, until now, the
development of agricultural robotics has been focused on task-specific implementation,
without considering robots (either as sensing platforms or actuating platforms) as an inte-
grated part of the entire farming system [26,27]. Although there are various works on the
interaction of robots with other operational entities (e.g., cooperation between ground
vehicles and aerial vehicles, [28] or cooperation between human and robots, [29–36]),
this interaction cannot be considered as a connection between the robot and the entire
farming system. In this sense, the decision-making in robotic operation is localized and
does not come from a farm management system that considers all the interacting tasks
and conditions of the farm. On the other hand, the outcome of the robotic operation
(e.g., the performance or any collected data) cannot directly interact with other sources of
information, providing comprehensive feedback to be used for further decision making.
Such a potential connection can create a feedback loop, enabling farmers to adjust their
strategies in real-time based on changing conditions and new information [37,38]. To that
effect, there is a need to build and evaluate robotic systems that are part of an overall
integrated system under a continuous two-way connection and interaction.

This paper is a first attempt to present an integrated system for agri-robotics based on
a two-way communication system between unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) and a farm
management information system (FMIS). In this first step, the task of route-planning has
been selected as a use-case to demonstrate this interconnection. Specifically, a communica-
tional and computational unit (CCU) has been developed that interconnects a cloud-based
FMIS that embeds route-planning algorithms, the corresponding user interface (UI), and
the UGV. In the following, the system architecture and the various components of the
system are presented, and subsequently the system is demonstrated by the implementation
of two UGVs in route-execution tasks in various operational configurations, field features,
and cropping systems (open field, row crops, and orchards).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. System Architecture

For the generation of a complete path, parameters related to machinery features (UGV
and implement) and field area characteristics need to be provided to the system. These
parameters are provided by the user via a UI and are directed to the FMIS through an
Application Programming Interface (API). A route-planning module within the FMIS
receives all user inputs and provides field data (i.e., coordinates of the field boundary)
obtained from its Geographic Information System (GIS) database. The route-planning
module produces the coordinates of the complete path, which are transmitted to the
UGV. Specifically, the FMIS issues instructions that are transmitted to the UGV’s CCU,
which subsequently carries out these instructions. The CCU provides analytic feedback to
the FMIS, such as working/non-working distance, covered area, and efficiency, and the
progress of the assigned tasks in terms of performance indicators. Analytics are displayed
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to the UI, enabling the user to monitor the progress of the work that was delegated to the
UGV. Figure 1 presents the above-described system architecture.
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Figure 1. System architecture and flow between the FMIS and the UGV.

To establish communication between the FMIS and the UGV, various comprehensive
algorithmic packages were developed that were applicable to any agricultural vehicle that
utilizes the Robot Operating System (ROS) [39] as an operation framework. These ROS
packages are embedded in the CCU, which encompasses four distinct functions, including
the following:

1. The user–FMIS-UGV communication function;
2. The data customization function, which provides the necessary tools for transforming

data into a format that is compatible with ROS;
3. The navigation mode, which is an adapted version of the Navigation Stack [40] that

has been modified to enhance its ability to adapt to a dynamic outdoor environment;
4. The ROS node that was created to perform time frame (TF) transformations and to

establish a global frame that references the UTM coordinate system.

2.2. Route-Planning Module

The first module of the integrated system is the route-planning module. Figure 2
presents the corresponding flow.

2.2.1. Inputs

Six parameters associated with the machinery features are inserted through the FMIS
user interface. These parameters are prerequisites for the route-planning module and are
described below.

• Working width (w). This refers to the effective operating width and not to the actual
width of the carried implement. For example, in a spreading fertilizer application,
the effective working width is the range of the fertilizer spread, while, in an orchard,
spraying the effective operating width is identical to the inter-row distance.

• UGV’s kinematics. This includes the steering type of the UGV and the corresponding
minimum turning radius (r). This variable depends on the type of machinery and,
more specifically, on their size and maneuverability, but also on the user preferences
in terms of agronomic restrictions. For example, although a UGV can operate under a
differential steering system it might be preferable in terms of soil disturbance to follow
a smoother turn (r ̸= 0) in order not to disturb the topsoil of the field.
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• Traversing direction. For simplicity, the user can select the direction of one of the field
vertices as the traversing direction.

• Number of headlands passes. Field area is usually divided into two parts, the headland
area, and the field body area. Headland passes describe the concentric paths that
the vehicle traverses while in the headland area. These paths consist of sequentially
clockwise ordered points. However, as explained later, this user preference can be
altered from the system based on the kinematic restrictions of the UGV (for example, to
ensure sufficient area for the headland turnings) or based on the field shape complexity
(for example, to provide headland passes that do not intersect each other due to sharp
field boundary corners).

• Turning type. There are two options: the forward-turn (Ωturn) and the reverse-turn
(Tturn) [41]. The omni-direction turn can be considered a marginal case (where r = 0) in
any of these two turning types.

• Route type. Route types can be either predetermined patterns of tracks’ traversal se-
quence (AB, SF, and BL, as explained in the following), or optimized field-work patterns.
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2.2.2. Headland Passes

The number of headland passes is defined by the user. However, there are cases where
that number could be reduced or increased by the system. When there is a narrow area in
the field or field boundary corners are sharp, headland passes may intersect or overlap [42].
In this case, the number of headland passes set by the user is automatically and gradually
reduced by one. Figure 3a illustrates an example where six passes were selected as an input,
but they were decreased to four to provide a feasible plan. On the other hand, in cases
where the UGV presents a low degree of maneuverability (or agronomic factors impose
smooth turnings), the number of headland passes can be increased to ensure that the UGV
remains within the boundaries of the field during turns. Figure 3b shows an example
where two headland passes were selected by the user; however, four headland passes were
created to prevent the UGV from moving outside the field.
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The first headland pass was created inside the field at w
/

2 distance from the field
boundary. Each subsequent headland pass was at a distance equal to w from the previous
one. An inner boundary was created between the headland area and field body area, at

half the working width (w
/

2 ) of the last headland pass.

2.2.3. Route Types

The system provides two classes of route types, namely predefined standard motifs
(fieldwork patterns) and optimized routes, in terms of track sequence.

In field operations, field area coverage planning refers to the generation of a set of par-
allel fieldwork tracks in a distance equal to the machine operating width and the generation
of a sequence of traversing these tracks. Based on the model developed in [41], the field area
coverage is expressed by the permutation σ =

〈
p−1(1), p−1(2), . . . ., p−1(|T|)

〉
, where

T = {1, 2, 3, . . .} is an arbitrary set of the fieldwork tracks completely covering the field
area under a specific operating width, and p−1(·) : T → T is the inverse function of the
bijective function p(·) : T → T which determines the order in which a machine traverses
each fieldwork track.

Regarding the standard fieldwork patterns, the three most common ones were selected
for inclusion in the system, namely the AB pattern, the SF patterns (also known as “skip-
and-fill”), and the BL pattern (also known as “first-turn-skip”).

The first one, i.e., the AB pattern, is the simplest fieldwork pattern, where the agri-
cultural machine, after covering a fieldwork track, enters the adjacent one. Consequently,
p−1(·) is an identity where p−1(i) = i, ∀i ∈ T, or σ = ⟨1, 2, 3, . . .⟩ (Figure 4a).
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In the SF pattern, the core part of the pattern is a repetition of a standard motif of three
tracks, where the track sequence is given by σ = ⟨1, 3, 2, 5, 4, 7, 6, 9, . . .⟩, (Figure 4b) and the
function that describes the motif of the pattern is given by the following equation [43]:

p−1(i) =



1 i = 1
3 i = 2
p−1(i − 1) i mod 2 = 0
p−1(i − 1)− 1 i mod 2 ̸= 0
|T| i = |T| and Tmod3 ̸= 0

(1)

Finally, in the BL pattern, the core part of the patterns is a repetition of three tracks
that provides the sense of a moving block under the sequence of σ = ⟨1, 3, 2, 4, 6, 5, . . .⟩
(Figure 4c) based on the following motif:

p−1(i) =

{
i − 1 + (i mod 3) i ̸= |T| or |T|mod3 ̸= 2
|T| i = |T| and |T|mod3 = 2

(2)

Optimized patterns (B patterns), on the other hand, are algorithmically calculated se-
quencies of fieldwork tracks based on an optimization process under certain criteria [44]. The
case of B patterns was implemented in the present work, a type of optimal field-work pattern
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produced by the implementation of various vehicle routing problem (VRP) instances, first
presented in [41] and implemented in various works on agricultural route-planning [45–49].
B patterns are generated based on the criterion of minimizing the non-working distance
travelled by the machine during the field area coverage operation (Figure 4d).

For any traversal sequence, the total non-working distance traveled by an agricultural
machine is given by the following equation:

J(σ) =
|T|−1

∑
i=1

[
c0p−1(1) + cp−1(i+1),p−1(i) + cp−1|T|,( f )

]
(3)

where c0p−1(1) is the cost of moving from the field entry point to the first track, cp−1(i+1), p−1(i)

is the cost of moving between two subsequent tracks p−1(i + 1), p−1(i), and cp−1|T|,( f ) is the
cost of moving from the end of the last covered track to the field exit point. Consequently,
the optimization problem consists of finding the optimal permutation, σ∗ = argmin

σ
[J(σ)],

that minimizes the total non-working distance. For the solution of the specific optimization
problem, the field coverage is expressed as the traversal of a weighted graph, where the
problem is transformed to find the shortest tour in the weighted graph. This problem can be
solved using various approaches to the well-known travelling salesman problem (TSP). In
the presented work, a combination of two heuristic algorithms were implemented, namely
a greedy-based algorithm and a Clarke–Wright savings algorithm. Figure 4 illustrates the
four different patterns provided by the system.

2.2.4. Turn Types

Three different turn types have been defined in the system, namely Ωturn, Tturn, and
omni-direction turn. Ωturn, also known as Dubins turn, defines the shortest curve from
an initial point A to a final point B given the constraint of the minimum turn radius
and the fact that the vehicle can only travel forward. Tturn, on the other hand, provides
the shortest curve in cases where the robot can execute both forward and backwards
movements. Finally, the omni-direction turn can be considered as a marginal case of the
abovementioned two turning types when setting the UGV’s minimum turning radius equal
to 0. Figure 5 represents UGV performing the three different turn types in a simulation.
Sometimes the entry and exit points of the turn are far apart. In these cases, in a Tturn, the
robot would traverse a prolonged distance backwards. This is not an efficient movement
and, for that reason, the route-planning algorithm can replace Tturn with an Ωturn for that
specific case. The marginal case of the omni-direction turn is depicted in Figure 5c.
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2.2.5. Complete Path Generation

In this step, the complete path is produced as an array of coordinates where field-work
tracks, turnings, and headland passes are combined. In the case of non-convex-shaped
fields, a greedy algorithm is applied to calculate the optimal order to traverse the sub-fields
to cover the minimum possible distance.

2.3. FMIS–UGV Communication

For the transmission of the generated path to the CCU, a dedicated endpoint to a
Django database was created. An ROS node was developed within the CCU that requires a
server’s response to enable the ROS service that was responsible for initiating the operation.
The data that were transmitted to the UGV via an API calls consist of an array that includes
the coordinates of all points of the path (latitude, longitude), a string that determines if the
point belongs to straight path or to the turn path (“track” or “turn”), and a number equal to
zero (0) in cases where the vehicle is moving straight forward or to one (1) if the vehicle is
moving backwards. The above-mentioned data were transmitted with a JSON data format.

Once communication is established, the UGV begins to receive data from the FMIS.
The communication between the FMIS and the CCU took place via the Rest API technology.
A dedicated node was developed within the CCU, utilizing ROS and Python to establish
communication with the server using the ‘request’ Python library. Once the data are
successfully received, the node proceeds to transform the received data into a custom ROS
message. Subsequently, it transmits this data to the ROS framework through a navigation
stack message. This seamless integration enables effective communication between the
UGV and the server. In the specific use-case that is presented in this article, the data are
related to GPS coordinates that correspond to the path generated by the system. These
data are used by the UGV’s algorithm to generate an automated path for the UGV to
follow. This process enables the UGV to navigate autonomously and carry out assigned
tasks in an efficient and accurate manner. Additionally, this communication allows for
continuous monitoring of the UGV’s progress and condition, enabling timely intervention
and adjustments as necessary.

2.4. Data Conversion

To enable FMIS–UGV communication, an intermediate ROS package was required to
convert the exchanged data between the two sub-systems. This intermediate package enables
the connection of different systems that process varying message formats for the execution of
tasks. Furthermore, the message conversion node facilitates interconnection with other FMIS
that may use dissimilar formats to transmit data. With minor modifications to the message
conversion process between the sub-systems in the data conversion node, it is possible to
establish communication without requiring significant changes to the fundamental functions
of the communicating systems. This approach simplifies communication and facilitates
integration between different systems, enhancing overall efficiency and productivity.

In this scenario, the path data received by the FMIS were transmitted to a JSON-type
file. The data-conversion node is responsible for converting these data into a message type
that can be managed by ROS. To achieve this, a new message type was developed in ROS
that includes the location information of each point on the path in latitude and longitude
coordinates, as well as details about the type and direction of movement. The message
format is as follows:

MsgFMIS = [latidude f loat; longitude f loat; routeTypestd::string; directionstring].

The created message contains the endpoints of the path in the form of an array with
the information that was mentioned earlier. This information is transmitted by an ROS
topic so that it can be retrieved from any ROS node during UGV operation. Before enabling
the navigation operation, the generated path should be divided into sub-paths within the
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local costmap of the UGV that was generated by the Navigation Stack to achieve greater
accuracy during the navigation.

The split path is then assigned to a nav_msg/Path-type ROS topic to be compatible with
the data types managed by the Navigation Stack.

2.5. Global Frame Creator

To enable GPS-based navigation, a new frame to the UGV’s TF tree was established
that corresponds to the global coordinate system translated into UTM coordinates [50–52].
The UGV is positioned within this frame and updates its location within the global frame
based on data received from the GPS sensor that was mounted on the UGV. The global
frame was created using a TF broadcaster from the TF ROS library [53], which allowed
for the definition of a new frame and the movement of the existing TF tree (Odom–UGV).
The displacement being referred to was the result of the latitude and longitude positions
obtained from the GPS sensor, which are then translated into UTM coordinates.

2.6. UGV Navigation

To enable the navigation of the UGV and execute the mission received from the FMIS,
modifications were made to the Navigation Stack. The changes primarily involved the ROS
NavFN Global Planner. To accomplish this, a library was created and added to the ROS
Navfn package. Its purpose was to obtain the ROS topic that contains the split path and
assign it to the node of Navfn. Additionally, this library could correct any deviation from
the desired path due to UGV sliding. This correction occurs during the transformation of
each path point from the Global frame to the Odom frame in which the navigation takes
place. Testing has shown that assigning the path to the global planner does not affect the
other functions of the Navigation Stack, such as obstacle avoidance, as this function is
based on a local planner [52,54,55].

2.7. Analytics Module

The CCU provides data about the total traversing distance, total time, and average
speed of the UGV while following the complete path. This information is directed to a
module that calculates analytics concerning UGV’s movement in the field. In this module,
analytics from simulations were also computed for comparison with analytics from the
UGV’s movement.

The performance indicators include the working distance, non-working distance,
overlapped area, and field-traversing efficiency (FTE) [56]. Working distance represents the
productive (effective) distance that the UGV traverses to complete the operation. It includes
the length of headland passes and fieldwork tracks. Non-working distance describes the
non-productive driving distance while the UGV performs turns or moves from one sub-
field to another via headlands in the case of non-convex-shaped fields. The overlapped
area is equal to the difference between the covered area and the total field area. Finally, the
field-traversal efficiency (FTE) index is calculated as a distance-based measure to evaluate
the productivity of the routing plan [57]. FTE is a distance-based evaluation that takes into
consideration unique features of the field, namely its shape and area, as well as machinery
specifications like operating width and turning radius. Furthermore, other operational
aspects, such as driving direction and fieldwork patterns, are also an essential part of the
FTE. The mathematical formula of FTE is given below [57,58]:

FTE =
∑h

i=1 d(Hi) + ∑n
i=1 d(Ti)

d(p)
(4)

where ∑h
i=1 d(Hi) is the total length of all headland passes, ∑n

i=1 d(Ti) is the total length of
tracks, and d(p) is the total length of the path, including the length of turns and length of
the distance from one sub-field to another.
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3. System Demonstration
3.1. Mobile Platforms

For the system demonstration, two UGVs were implemented. The first one was Husky
(Clearpath Robotics Inc.: Kitchener, Canada), which uses differential steering, as shown in
Figure 6. The second one was a four-wheel drive (4WD), four-wheel steering (4WS) UGV,
Thorvald (Saga Robotics, Oslo, Norway (Figure 7). This UGV, after specific programming
interventions, can alternate its movement between four-wheel, holonomic, and Ackermann
steering. Both UGVs can navigate autonomously and follow the generated route while
avoiding both dynamic and static obstacles.
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A set of various sensors were embedded to the UGVs to ensure the proper and safe
execution of the generated paths. A lidar sensor (specifically, the Velodyne VLP 16) was
utilized to scan and map the surrounding area [59,60]. This sensor allowed for the cre-
ation of a two-dimensional dynamic map that identifies and marks any obstacles that are
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present [61]. To ensure accurate positioning, a GNSS-RTK receiver (STONEX S990A RTK)
was incorporated into the UGVs. The GNSS-RTK receiver provides precise latitude and
longitude coordinates to the navigation system, enabling the UGV to accurately determine
its location within the field. This specific RTK receiver, when connected to a base station, is
capable of achieving a 5 mm + 0.5 ppm RMS fixed and 10 mm + 0.5 ppm RMS accuracy
for a fixed RTK horizontal and vertical position, respectively, with the position rate of
10 Hz. In the cases that are examined in the current study, the receiver was connected
to a nearby base station via an end-trip server to reach the above-mentioned maximum
accuracy. In addition to the above, an IMU (UM7) sensor was incorporated, along with
the implementation of the Kalman Filter, to assist in the automated navigation. The UM7
orientation sensor, developed by Redshift Labs, stands as a third-generation Attitude
and Heading Reference System (AHRS). It efficiently generates attitude and heading esti-
mates by processing triaxial accelerometer, rate gyro, and magnetometer data, with sensor
specifications of ±2000◦ s−1 (gyro), ±8 g (accelerometer), and ±12 gauss (magnetometer).
Unlike a standard inertial measurement unit (IMU), which provides raw sensor readings,
the UM7 is equipped with an onboard microcontroller. This microcontroller employs
an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to integrate sensor data, enabling the generation of
orientation estimates at a rate of 500 t s1. Finally, the CCU (developed by farmB digital agri-
culture S.A.: Thessaloniki, Greece) of the system was mounted to enable real-time, two-way
communication between the FMIS (farmB digital agriculture S.A., Greece) and the UGVs.
Furthermore, the CCU was responsible (i) for providing the UGV with all the necessary
data for the execution of the generated path and (ii) for generating and transmitting the
records of the executed operation. The abovementioned CCU was powered by an AGX
Orin system-on-module (SoM) developed by NVIDIA.

Two different UGVs were selected for the pilot testing of this current research. These
UGVs differ not only based on their size but also in terms of their physical properties. The
first UGV (Thorvald) has wheels that can be rotated along their vertical axes providing the
ability to navigate either under holonomic (e.g., omnidirectional steering) or non-holonomic
(e.g., Ackerman steering) conditions. For the purpose of this research, the type of steering
that was used in the pilot implementations was the latter one, as a way to demonstrate the
feasibility of implementing the proposed system in conventional tractors or tractor-like field
robots. The second UGV (Husky) has two (2) motors and turns under differential steering.
The selection of two different types of UGVs was chosen so the developed algorithms could
properly demonstrate their applicability to different UGV types and steering mechanisms.

3.2. Case Studies

The first set of experiments regarded various pilots of the system in two experimental
fields cultivated with wheat, one of a convex shape and area of 2.54 ha (field A), and one
of a non-convex shape and area of 6.81 ha (field B), both located in Thessaly, Greece. The
scope of these runs was as follows:

• To show the ability of the system to generate various configurations of plans as
functions of different fieldwork patterns, operating directions, vehicle turning radius,
and operating widths;

• To show the differentiation in operating efficiency (FTE) for different configurations;
• To show the ability of the system to provide feasible plans for both convex and non-

convex field shapes.

In total, 36 runs were performed for each of the two fields. These 36 runs are the results
of the selected combination of three working widths (1.5 m, 3 m, and 4.5 m), two values
of the UGV minimum turning radius (3 m and 6 m), three types of fieldwork patterns
(AB, SF, and BL), and two driving directions (longest edge of the field—DIR_1—and its
perpendicular or the area closer to this field edge—DIR_2). The average speed of the UGV
(Thorvald) during the operation was set to 2 m s−1 in straight paths and 0.5 m s−1 in
turning paths.
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Examples of the cases that were run are presented in Figure 8, where the generated
and actual executed paths are presented under the following configurations:

• Field A (under grass cultivation): w = 4.5 m, r = 6 m, turn type → Ωturn, and driving
direction parallel to the longest edge of the field (Figure 8a,c);

• Field B (under wheat cultivation), w = 4.5 m, r = 6 m, turn type → Tturn, and driving
direction parallel to the longest edge of the field (Figure 8b,d).

The evaluation of the 36 different use-cases involved the utilization of the FTE index.
A visualization of the results of all use-cases in terms of FTE performance is provided in
Figures 9 and 10. The first chart (Figure 9) illustrates the results for Field A. The highest
value of FTE (0.93) was observed when the UGV performs the AB route type operating
parallel to the longest edge of the field (DIR_1), with an operating width of 4.5 m and a
minimum turning radius of 3 m. Conversely, the lowest value of FTE (0.797) was observed
in the use-case of the AB route type, where UGV was operating parallel to direction DIR_2,
with an operating width of 1.5 m and minimum turning radius of 6 m. The average FTE
index value for all the use cases for field A was 0.873.

The second chart (Figure 10) presents the FTE index outcomes for Field B. The maxi-
mum and minimum FTE occur in the same use-cases as in Field A. More specifically, the
maximum value of FTE was 0.922, while the minimum was found to be 0.792. Across all
use-cases in field B, the average FTE was 0.874.

A second set of experiments regarded the planning and execution of optimal area
coverage plans. Two configurations were selected for the same experimental fields for the
comparison between the optimal plans and the standard fieldwork patterns’ motifs, as
follows:

• Configuration 1: w = 1.5 m, r = 6 m, and direction ≡ DIR_1.
• Configuration 2: w = 4.5 m, r = 3 m, and direction ≡ DIR_2.

The logic behind the selection of the two specific configuration is to show the benefits of
having optimal plans at two opposite edges, namely, a “soft” configuration (configuration 2),
in terms of non-working distance (minimum turning radius shorter than working width and
a low number of headland turns), where the benefits derived from the implementation of the
optimal path are expected to be of a low level, and a “hard” configuration (configuration 1)
in terms of non-working distance (minimum turning radius longer than working width
and a high number of headland turns), where the benefits derived from the implementation
of optimal paths are expected to be of a high level.
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For the operations executed under configuration 1, Table 1 presents total distance (m),
non-working distance (m), savings, FTE, and the improvement in FTE for the case of field
A, while Table 2 shows the corresponding results for the case of field B. Analogously, for
the operations executed under configuration 2, the corresponding results are presented in
Tables 3 and 4 for the cases of field A and field B, respectively.

The term “FTE improvement” refers to the difference in FTE between the optimal path
and the conventional paths (AB, SF, and BL). As an example, the value 8.7% in the case
of configuration 1—field A—AB pattern means that, for a travelled distance of 100 m, the
non-working part, in the case of the optimal route, is reduced by 8.7 m compared to that of
the AB pattern. This outperformance of the optimal plans suggests that optimal routes lead
to time savings and resource optimization.

Table 1. Configuration 1 for the case of field A.

Total Distance (m) Non-Working
Distance (m) Savings (%) FTE (%) FTE Improvement

(%)

OPT 16,867.67 2211.76 _ 88.4 _
AB 21,151.77 4284.1 48.37 79.7 8.7
SF 20,705.95 3838.28 42.38 81.5 6.9
BL 20,708.68 3841.01 42.4 81.5 6.9

Table 2. Configuration 1 for the case of field B.

Total Distance (m) Non-Working
Distance (m) Savings (%) FTE (%) FTE Improvement

(%)

OPT 50,812.12 5733.75 _ 88.7
AB 56,892.59 11,814.22 51.47 79.2 9.5
SF 55,997.98 10,919.61 47.49 80.5 8.2
BL 56,002.98 10,924.38 47.51 80.5 8.2
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Table 3. Configuration 2 for the case of field A.

Total Distance (m) Non-Working
Distance (m) Savings (%) FTE (%) FTE Improvement

(%)

OPT 6046.38 403.27 _ 93.3 _
AB 6069.94 426.83 5.52 93 0.3
SF 6163.44 520.33 22.5 91.6 1.7
BL 6183.08 539.97 25.32 91.3 2

Table 4. Configuration 2 for the case of field B.

Total Distance (m) Non-Working
Distance (m) Savings (%) FTE (%) FTE Improvement

(%)

Opt 16,380.74 1183.98 _ 92.8 _
AB 16,492.28 1295.52 8.61 92.2 0.6
SF 16,663.11 1466.35 19.26 91.2 1.6
BL 16,644.86 1448.1 18.24 91.3 1.5

The third set of experiments demonstrates the applicability of the developed system in
the case of a structured field operating environment, namel, for operation in row crops and in
orchard environments. The field configuration (distance between crop rows or between tree
rows) is information that exists in the FMIS field database, and the track generation process
automatically considers the restrictions on the distance between adjusted tracks [62–64].

The first experiment focuses on demonstrating the system’s performance in cotton
fields as an example of row crop cultivation (Figure 11). Thorvald robot was employed
for that task. The reason that this UGV was chosen is that its structure is better-suitable
to navigating over the rows without causing damage to the crop. In the selected field,
cotton rows were arranged in an inter-row distance of 0.9 m. Three distinct scenarios were
generated and run, each corresponding to different working widths of 0.9 m, 2.7 m, and
5.4 m, as illustrated in Figure 12a–c, respectively.
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Figure 12. Generated tracks for cotton cultivation with working widths of (a) 0.9 m, (b) 2.7 m, and (c) 5.4 m.

In the case of orchard operations, the structure of the orchard field is stored in the
FMIS database, and the system can provide routes for operations that are performed in
the middle of the row (e.g., spraying operations) or operations where passes are focused
on one side of the tree row (e.g., monitoring operation) at a pre-defined distance. The
experiments were conducted in a walnut tree orchard, where inter-row distance is equal to
8 m. Husky UGV was used for this experiment (Figure 13). In the first use-case, tracks were
set at a fixed distance of 4 m from each tree row (Figure 14a). Husky was used to test the
route-planning module on a different robotic platform. In the second use-case, designed for
tasks requiring dedicated passes along one side of the tree row, two separated tracks were
formed within each inter-row space (Figure 14b). More specifically, the first track was 2 m
from the first orchard row, while the second track was created 6 m from it (or, equivalently,
2 m distance for the one adjacent to the first track). This configuration facilitates precise
navigation for tasks that require targeted passes along the side of the tree row. In both
use-cases, an omni-direction turn type was followed.
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Figure 14. The fieldwork tracks of the experiment performed in a tree orchard. (a) Routes performed
in the middle of the row; (b) routes dedicated to one side of the tree row.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

This paper presented the basis for an integrated system for agri-robotics, enabling
two-way communication between an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) and a farm manage-
ment information system (FMIS) under the general scope of smart farming implementation.
In this initial step, the primary task of route-planning for agricultural vehicles, as a prereq-
uisite for the execution of any field operation, was selected as a use-case for building and
evaluating this integration.

The representation of results in the user interface provides the opportunity for the
user to better control their farm–field operations and to make alterations to ensure optimal
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route-planning. The successful autonomous navigation of an agricultural robot in real-word
conditions based on plans created by the route-planning module indicates the effectiveness
and applicability of the proposed system. The system can handle cases involving convex
and non-convex field shapes and can be adapted to different turn types, fieldwork pat-
terns, including optimized ones, working widths, and vehicle kinematics. The system is
applicable in various row-based crops when aiming to cover parallel fieldwork tracks. This
includes, in principle, all arable farming operations, including full field-area crop coverage
(e.g., wheat) and row crops (e.g., cotton), where the vehicle wheels should only be placed
in uncultivated strips, as well as orchard operations where inter-row strips are parallel and
a headland area is available for the vehicle turnings. The flexibility provided to the user in
selecting different operational features can lead to the creation of the most efficient path
based on field geometry and the UGV’s kinematics. The case studies showed variability
in the operational performance to allow for the field traversal efficiency to be between
79.2% and 93%, while, when implementing the optimal route-planning functionality of the
system, there was an improvement of up to 9.5% in the field efficiency. By considering op-
erational factors, the non-working distance can be effectively minimized, and the operation
execution time can be reduced, leading to a decrease in operational costs. The user interface
provides an interactive tool for the before-operation simulation and testing to allow for the
selection of the most efficient field coverage configuration. For example, Figure 15 shows
the results of a use-case in the first experiment as presented to the user interface. On the
left side, all users’ input parameters are displayed. In the center of the interface, a dynamic
map visualization is illustrated, which depicts the route that was created over the field to
allow for a better spatial understanding. On the right side, an estimation of total working
distance, non-working distance, headland distance, field body distance, overlapped area,
and field efficiency are displayed. The “send navigation plan” button allows for the direct
transfer of the generated navigation plan to the “connected” UGV.
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The system utilizes the ROS, ensuring data exchange without requiring significant
changes to the fundamental functions of the communicating systems. Substantial ad-
vancements have been achieved through the addition of new frames to the UGV’s TF
tree, corresponding to the global coordinate system translated into UTM coordinates. This
adaptation enhances the system’s applicability to real-world conditions. Modifications
to the ROS navigation stack, specifically the NavFN global planner, improve the UGV’s
navigation efficiency by addressing deviations and refining path tracking.

The central part of the system is the developed communicational and computational
unit (CCU) that facilitates real-time, two-way communication between the FMIS and UGV
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and ensures that all necessary data are effectively transferred from one to another. As
previously shown, the CCU is completely adaptable between the two different UGVs that
were implemented for the demonstration of the system, and, in principle, can be adapted to
any other ROS-enabled robotic system. Furthermore, the CCU was built under a scalability
model to allow new functions to be added. These functions, as a matter of future research
and development, include the following:

• The recording and transition of operational data, e.g., crop health monitoring data, to
the FMIS;

• The recording and transition UGV performance data, e.g., power consumption and
task times;

• The transition to the UGV of complete mission-planning data, for example, variable
rate application plans and task schedules, combined with route plans;

• The inclusion of AI capabilities for human–UGV interaction processes.

Furthermore, the feedback loop between the UGV and the FMIS will allow for FMIS
to have self-learning capabilities that can provide more customized solutions for specific
fields and conditions.
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